furthermore stationary because of the constant level of the background.' (Hegerl & Hoppe, 1976) .
In fact CDI usually operates in a different limit, collecting the diffraction pattern, well separated from the direct beam, which is blocked by a beamstop. If the experiment is designed and performed well, as the subject work of Rodriguez et al. (2015) appears to be, the background is negligible. This can be seen directly in the visibility of the diffraction fringes in the raw data: following the standard definition from optics, visibility is the difference between the maximum and minimum intensity values of a diffraction pattern, normalized to the average intensity. Fringe visibility is a useful measure of data quality because it estimates not only the amount of coherence of the incident beam, usually quite high in CDI with thirdgeneration synchrotron sources, but also the contributions from background levels and from dose-dependent sample motions and other experimental shortcomings (Thibault & Menzel, 2013) . The high visibility of the data of Rodriguez et al. (2015) shows that there are no serious sample stability issues and that their data are in the low-background photoncounting limit.
The theory paper of Shen et al. (2004) makes a rather unusual assumption about the structure of biological matter, that it is composed of randomly distributed spherical lumps with a size equal to the image resolution (of 10 nm). This leads to a rather optimistic intensity vs momentum transfer relationship, I(Q)~Q
À3
. A better description would have been to assume smaller lumps of matter the size of protein molecules, macromolecular assemblies, ribosomes or nucleosomes. To the extent that these obey the assumptions of Porod's law (smooth surfaces), we would expect I(Q)~Q
À4
. Coherent diffraction from such a random distribution of ideal spheres would give the spherical form factor modulated by speckles with the average intensity per speckle falling as I(Q)~Q À4 . When the intensity per speckle drops to the minimum significant level, often chosen to be 25 photons to meet the Rose criterion of a signal/noise ratio of 5, we reach the resolution limit. However, for three-dimensional CDI, the required number of tomographic slices increases linearly with Q as well, in order that every speckle be oversampled in the rotation direction. So we end up with the expectation for three-dimensional CDI that the dose should scale with Q max 5 , the resolution to the fifth power. This may explain why the experimental resolution found by Rodriguez et al. (2015) is so much lower than had been anticipated.
